
GEMSTORY was founded by Glenn in 2013 as a

result of his immense passion for crystals. He

started out with the intention of delivering positivity

through the power of crystals to the masses. He

believes that every gem comes with its unique

vibration energy that resonates with each individual,

which will help them in their daily lives.

He hopes to remove the traditional impression that people have towards crystals

and integrate crystals as part of the current lifestyle trends, which had created a

significant change to the crystal industry in Singapore since beginning of 2014.

The first retail experience for GEMSTORY was the launch of its first push

cart located at Bugis Junction Mall in 2014. As more people get to know about

crystals through Glenn’s sharing, this has in turn raised the profile of GEMSTORY

over time. In August 2015, GEMSTORY setup its first boutique shop at Mohamed

Sultan road.

He always believe that he is a Story teller and an

Evangelist for his CRYSTALS and that all of these

crystals are his little “Angels”. By sharing the stories

behind each and every piece of the unique crystal to

their prospective owners, it creates a meaningful

relationship between the crystals and his

customers. He hopes to create these experiential

paths to all crystals lovers in his own unique delivery

and sharing his knowledge to all.

Glenn’s passion for crystals has led him to provide consultation services at his

boutique shop. The consultation services include and are not limited to the usage

of crystals for healing, understanding the metaphysics behind crystals etc. This is a

value-added service to GEMSTORY’s customers since the launch of its boutique,

He strongly believes that each and every crystal is unique and not all crystals are

suitable for every individual.

Therefore, he goes the extra mile and takes great effort in ensuring that all his

customers pick the crystal(s) that suit them best.


